As ill-posed optimization process, history matching renders multiple realizations of reservoir models that satisfy a given objective function with applicable constraints. A variety of assisted history matching (AHM) techniques is being developed with the main objective to generate statistically diverse ensembles of history matched models to capture the uncertainty in the distribution of reservoir parameters. This paper targets the outstanding questions on how to a) rigorously quantify the uncertainty in the distribution of the most prominent reservoir parameters that govern the reservoir connectivity and b) rank the history matched models and identifies the model candidates for production forecasting without compromising the notion of uncertainty. A method has been developed that integrates the modules for AHM and Dynamic Model Ranking (DMR) based on forecasted oil recovery factors. Pattern recognition based on kernelmeans clustering is used to identify key reservoir models. The reduced set of models minimizes the computational load for forecast-based analysis, while retaining the knowledge of the uncertainty in the recovery factor. The comprehensive probabilistic AHM and DMR workflow was implemented at North Kuwait Integrated Digital Oilfield (KwIDF) collaboration center and delivers an optimized reservoir model for waterflood management.
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Reservoir characterization is one of the most comprehensive tasks in the process of field development planning (FDP). One of the key components of FDP is a history-matched reservoir model that reconciles with logging and historic production data and accounts for multi-level and multi-scale reservoir uncertainties. As inverse process, history matching delivers multiples of non-unique historymatched models that satisfy the given objective function. Often however, the uncertainty quantification is left with unanswered questions like:  How to extract predictive information for FDP from the many history-matched models?  Which model to select for the statistically unbiased forecasting?  How to identify a reduced, but still representative set of models for which FDP or any forecastbased process renders a comprehensive capturing of uncertainty?
We present a methodology for Dynamic Model Ranking (DMR) based on forecasted oil recovery factors (ORF) for a pilot field of a major, structurally complex, anticlinal Middle East carbonate reservoir. The high-resolution reservoir simulation model (1.4MM cells, no upscaling) used in history-matching combines 49 oil-producers, 5 water-injectors, approx. 50 years of production, and 12 years of waterflooding. To quantify the uncertainty in reservoir spatial connectivity, the 40 historymatched models are ranked based on ORF over the period of 8 years using the following steps: 1. Forecast the ORF using rapid flow simulations in predictive mode. 2. Quantify the (dis)similarity patterns between ORF corresponding to various models using multidimensional scaling and distance-based modeling. 3. Group (cluster) the models with highly similar ORFs using kernel k-means data clustering. 4. Identify P10, P50 and P90 models as representatives for production forecasting. The presented DMR methodology has been integrated in a comprehensive multi-level AHM workflow in North Kuwait collaboration center KwIDF and renders reservoir models for the waterflood optimization. Currently, the multi-level AHM workflow is being implemented on a fullfield scale, utilizing the high-resolution model with approx. 27MM cells and 240 wells. It is anticipated that the results on full-field implementation will be further presented at the conference event.
